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SuperSpeed uses the concept of OverSpeed training to increase bat speed and performance for amateur and professional players world-
wide. OverSpeed training works to increase the neuromuscular reaction speed of a known motor program by reducing the load during a 
movement, allowing the body to move faster than normal. We provide a year's worth of training protocols with follow-along instructional 

videos available for free on our website. Follow the instructions to make sure you are using SuperSpeed correctly to achieve the best results.

The SuperSpeed Set

SuperSpeed Tips
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Weight relative 
to bat used

Swinging the lightest (green) bat first increases 
the speed by reducing the load. You should swing 
this bat 19-20% faster than your game bat. 

Swinging the medium (blue) bat second not only 
increases the speed but as it weighs more than 
the green bat it encourages permanency of the 
initial speed gain. You should swing this bat 
15-16% faster than your game bat.

Swinging the heavy (red) bat last but still faster 
than your game bat cements these new speeds
as a permanent change in the brain. This bat 
should be moving 10-12% faster than your 
game bat.
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Make sure you complete a dynamic warmup before swinging SuperSpeed. Speed training should never be 
performed cold.

Be sure there is nobody in a close-proximity to you when you are swinging. Be alert of teammates, coaches, 
and anyone else in the area.

SuperSpeed swings should be MAX effort. We want your body moving as fast as possible while swinging.

Resist focusing on mechanics while swinging. We aren't looking to change your swing, but instead wanting a focus 
on creating pure bat speed.

SuperSpeed Slugger is meant for dry swing use only. To create max speed we need to remove the thought of contact 
with a ball which will create slower speeds. 

Track your progress. Keep track of your max speeds with each SuperSpeed bat as well as with your game bat. 
Attempt to beat your previous best speeds each session.

Stick to a routine. Create a weekly SuperSpeed training schedule to get the most out of each protocol.
Create a competition. Gather teammates or friends to train with and see who can product the highest speed gains. 
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